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Death’s hand had guided the lives of these four souls 
as gently as a farmer’s wring the neck of the invalid 
infant hare; yet it had tended to their growth with 

such care and attention unbecoming of its stature in 

The youngest of the troupe had earned its adoration 
through much the same way in which the runt of a 

reviled last. The oldest, in contrast, found itself in the 

Death’s niceties, yet their life wound up being all the 

the fact of which being made unbeknownst to record 

the fabric of our imagination all these years since 
their pilgrimage to the blessed isle beyond that 

Though the piercing gales may skite blindly by our 
encampment, let us take this blessed respite to 
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Illness had choked out the life of this land long 

ago, yet humanity had prevailed in the insanity 

of rot filled the air as the corpses of the Spring’s 

Among the rapturous wailing of the earth, four 

bodies lay. Not becomed by illness, or the 

with the wistful whispers of a plot to prevail 

set off to the Northern shore; where there are 

lanes which made up the former roads of their 

other living thing. They sailed down the 

exhausted veins of dirt and cinder which led 

them to their destination; walking as one, and in 

ghostly silence, they bore their sins privately yet 

The day had been in its infancy when they had 

and soiled with time’s leering, first saw the 
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presence, the perverted halo of candlelight which 

once distinguished him gave way to unveil the 

ocean’s salt had preserved the scent of every 

agonising burst, blister and gurgle his body made 

All manner of life clung to the ferryman’s 

may have been a captain in life, in death he had 

become himself the vessel in which all manner of 

The right side of his body had retained its 

become bloated and hung off its limbs like meat 

slowly cooked on the bone. Yet his organs had 

preserved, his left side had been overrun by all 

the youngest of the group’s bodies gave way at 

the sight of the infernal corruption of the Sailor’s 

repentance. The youngest stood, and their gaze 
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remained unshifted from the malefestation 

transporting themselves towards the emerald 

the promise of their viridescent salvation, they 

allowed the cutting wind to plough their journey 

Though the sea revolted against the ship’s 

their faith and relented against the ocean’s 

tyranny. The aquatic forces of sea and sky 

battery from the ocean’s forces from below, and 

zealous swells of rain attempted to sabotage 

proposed no surrender. Yet the winds which so 

dislodged from their position, the sea seemed to 
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Nearing the enclave’s coast, the fragrant respite 

in which the group had rejoiced in suddenly 

enveloped the island. The putrid corpses of crabs, 

seeking refuge on the island, attacked the nasals 

braved the shore to retreat from the warming 

like sand which had seized the creatures of the 

deep from their first steps and wrested them into 

Scarlett vultures sat in a wake, reaping from the 

preaching at their newest proselyte in shrieks 

by the others, almost shone in the day’s virgin 

as they slowly ventured deeper into a hecatomb 

such; their hide and entrails enthusiastically 

stretched and draped around a circular wooden 
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And sanctuary our group had at once found. The 

veil to the witch’s tent and beckoned the others 

in with a satisfied smile; to which they all wryly 

While each of the group had individual 

conceptions of how their meeting with their 

saviour would go, all were underwhelmed by the 

group stood in order upon the blackened 

festering darkness that they were to seek the 

from her the reward of a hero’s bidding. In 

response, a single candle was suddenly lit from 
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I would tell of how the child conversed with the four, 

and how their souls had become numbed to Godly 
intervention. But, from what has been transcribed to 
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witch’s words, yet the arduous blaze of human 

foolishness endeared them to continue with their 

calls for sacrifice, in turn for the bestowment of 

The eldest was the first to approach the screen; 

and with a determination unbefitting for a 

mortal conversing with the sacred realm, he 

to be gifted the power to see the Godly truth of 

back the reviling vomit which had harangued its 

The third, upon gaining confidence from the 

purpose , sat by the silhouette and whispered 

With the three older travellers having brokered 

since hearing its cascading voice beckon them. 

They leaned in close to the sorceress, the canvas 

wrapping round their face as they pushed past 

They sought for the ability to give all others who 

wished, the same opportunity provided to them 
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Unlike with the three others, who swiftly 

recoiled from the witch after they had made their 

The three other pilgrims smiled keenly at the 

witch into ensuring not only their own demands, 

their limbs had united in revolt against their 

The youngest of the pilgrimage was bestowed by 

eldest let forth a silent howl as their soul was 

expunged from the gateway so primitively 
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The second fared just as well; as the demon’s 

tributaries which were so easy carved from its 

only been abandoned by its Creator, but 
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pilgrimage, but the active preparation of your peers. 
You should join them, for in due time we shall be 

to give all others who wished, the same opportunity 


